Additional NSERC programs and supplements

Additional funding opportunities:
• Postgraduate level
• Postdoctoral level
Additional funding opportunities at the postgraduate level

- Vanier CGS
- CGS-MSFSS
- Student Ambassadors
- NSERC Indigenous Student Ambassadors
Vanier Canada Graduate Scholarships

• $50,000 per year for three years
• Open to Canadian citizens, permanent residents of Canada, and foreign citizens

Award details

Application details
• Institutional nomination to Vanier-Banting Secretariat by November 3 at 8:00 p.m. (ET) using ResearchNet*
• Announcement of awards: April 2021

Selection criteria (weighted equally)
• Academic excellence
• Research potential
• Leadership (potential and demonstrated ability)

* Contact your faculty of graduate studies for the institution-specific deadline

http://www.vanier.gc.ca/
Do you hold a CGS M, CGS D, or Vanier CGS?

Research study period abroad

- Up to $6,000
- 2 to 6 months
- Foreign institution or research lab

Deadlines: June 10* and October 10*

*Apply through your institution

Canada Graduate Scholarships – Michael Smith Foreign Study Supplements
NSERC Student Ambassadors

Share NSE experience with youth (K-12)

STEM promotion to Canadian youth by Canadian youth

Organize an independent outreach activity

NSERC pays $1,000 in support of event costs

Contact: ambassadors@nserc-crsng.gc.ca
Overview
• Support Indigenous students or fellows visiting Indigenous communities/schools
• Covers travel costs up to $5,000

Purpose
• Participate in science promotion events
• Sharing NSE research & education experience

Eligibility
• Full-time student or fellows in NSE
• B or B- average
• No deadlines: apply 2 months before visit

Contact: ambassadors@nserc-crsng.gc.ca

NSERC Indigenous Student Ambassador
Additional funding opportunities at the postdoctoral level

- NSERC Student Ambassadors
- NSERC Indigenous Student Ambassadors
- Banting PDF
- JSPS PDF
- CMHC-NSERC PDF
- HFSP PDF
Banting Postdoctoral Fellowships

Program details

• $70,000 per year for two years
• Canadian citizens, permanent residents of Canada, and foreign citizens
• Deadline: October 1, 2020 at 8:00 p.m. (ET) on ResearchNet

Location of tenure

• Canadian and foreign universities
• Affiliated hospitals, colleges, and not-for-profit organizations with a strong research mandate and capacity

Selection criteria (weighted equally)

• Applicant’s research excellence and leadership
• Quality of proposed research program
• Synergy of applicant and institutional strategic priorities

http://banting.fellowships-bourses.gc.ca/
Deadline: February 1 at 8:00 p.m. (ET)

- JSPS provides funding for airfare, monthly maintenance allowance, settling-in allowance, and travel insurance

Eligibility criteria

- Canadian citizen or permanent resident of Canada
- First doctoral degree completed no more than six years before the application deadline

How to apply

- Contact schol@nserc-crsng.gc.ca for application form and instructions


Japan Society for the Promotion of Science PDF
**Value**

- $45,000 per year for two years

**Objectives**

- Build Canadian expertise in housing research
- Address research and knowledge translation gaps in housing

**Application requirements**

- Apply to the NSERC PDF program
- Include additional justification attachment

---

**CMHC-NSERC Postdoctoral Fellowship**
For those interested in broadening their research skills by moving into new areas of study in the life sciences while working in a new country.

**Two types:**

- **Long-Term Fellowships:** applicants with a Ph.D. in a biological discipline
- **Cross-Disciplinary Fellowships:** applicants with a Ph.D. from outside the life sciences

**Duration:** Three years

**Value:** Depends on host country. Includes living, research and travel allowances.

For more information: [https://cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/51826.html](https://cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/51826.html) and [https://www.hfsp.org/](https://www.hfsp.org/)
Contact information

NSERC program staff

• schol@nserc-crsng.gc.ca

Online services helpdesk

• webapp@nserc-crsng.gc.ca